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Keep your lover close and your enemy closer.... After giving in to a fiery night of passion, island

adventurer Steph Anderson and bounty hunter Jake Harlowe are back to square one. With millions

in stolen jewels at stake, it's hard for Steph not to question her new partner's true motives - no

matter how sexy he might be. Jake is hungry for more of Steph, but he can sense her growing

mistrust, which only fuels his own doubts. Worse, there's undeniable evidence that someone else is

now after the jewels - and that they are both in real danger. Fighting against their magnetic

attraction is a distraction these two can't afford. In order to survive, they'll have to pull off one more

heist - and trust each other with something even more precious than jewels: their hearts.
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Lauren Blakely's The Sapphire Heist picks up right where she left us with with all of the intrigue,

mystery, stolen jewels, seduction, banter, chemistry and passion that was in The Sapphire Affair.I

was so excited to dive right into this book and and see the conclusion to Steph and Jake's story.

After how The Sapphire Affair ended I so NEEDED to see what would enfold in this book and I was

not disappointed in the least. I had been left off wondering WTH was going on! Could Jake be

trusted? Was he playing Steph? PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE TELL ME NO! This book gave me all

the answers. But not in a quick manner! Don't get me wrong, this duet is a fast, fun suspenseful ride

but the twists and turns it will take you on is quite the adventure! Every time I thought I had it all

figured out... BOOM! there was another little something added in to throw me off. It kept me on my



toes for the entire book.I loved that though this book was full of suspense and intrigue... and had me

guessing the entire time, it also had a light perfect summer beach reading feel to it. It wasn't just that

it takes place by a beach that made it that way. It was how it was written - in a way that easily let's

you slip into the story and lose yourself. The way the banter freely flowed between the characters.

And how seamlessly family and the importance of it was weaved into the story.I definitely

recommend that you snap up this duet and settle in for the adventure!I received a complimentary

copy of The Sapphire Heist in exchange for my honest review.

THE SAPPHIRE HEIST is the final book in Lauren Blakely's remarkable A JEWEL series. It started

off where the previous book left off. Steph discovering her diamond missing and assuming that Jake

robbed her.Steph Anderson and Jake Harlowe were having an Island affair but they were both after

the same thing, the stolen money the former's stepfather stole from people in the US. The latter was

hired to return that money to the rightful owners.There was a slight problem, Eli (Steph's stepfather)

used the money to buy diamonds which he shipped out of the US into the Cayman Islands. Jake

and Steph knew that it was fling yet they both fell fast and hard for each other, they have been burn

in the past so trusting someone completely was very hard for them.Loved how both Steph and Jake

had to learn to trust each other in order for them to find the missing diamonds. THE SAPPHIRE

HEIST was smoking hot, suspenseful and oh so engrossing ride. Lauren Blakely did an incredible

job.

The Sapphire Heist is book Book two of Lauren Blakely's Jewel Novel Series. We pick up right

where The Sapphire Affair ends but there is no end yet for Steph & Jake's investigation.Just when

you think that these two Sexy Sleuth's are going to find what they are looking for we are taken on an

adventure of intrigue and moments of did that really just happen. You are kept on the edge of your

seat and your toes.Steph & Jake not only have to overcome some sneaky players along the way but

they have to overcome an larger issue between themselves.Lauren Blakely once again will have

you enthralled with the characters that she has created but you will be adding this couple as another

one of your favorites. But as we know Lauren leaves us wanting more but you will be wanting to add

Jake Harlowe to that long list of Blakely Boys to the top of that ladder.

Nothing is more entertaining than a hot couple on a mad chase to "catch a thief". Jake and Steph

are so much fun as they continue their mistrust, miscommunication, and mishaps on the trail to find

the diamond smugglers.In the midst of their shenanigans, they find a truth of what they want from



each other. But can they agree to disagree and both learn to fully trust? Ahhh you must listen to find

out.I so enjoy Lauren Blakely's writings. The Jewel Series specifically because it does remind me of

old Hollywood thievery, Bond, and Cary Grant movies. Plus you get the hot guy and the smart and

sexy underestimated woman. That and a good mystery. What more can you ask for?

Love, love, loved it! There was no way I couldn't read this one after the cliffhanger at the end of the

first book and I was so happy that this book was equally as good! Love the twists in this book -

excellent build up to the conclusion. The relationship between Jake and Steph definitely heats up -

trademark Lauren. The book reminded me a bit of James Bond, Romancing the Stone - excellent

read! Can't recommend highly enough. Hope there's more on the way, Lauren - I could totally see

this developing into a great series beyond these two books!

I loved this 2 books series. Absolutely the work this author always deliver. I have read all her novels.

I read the 2 books in 2 days. You will get to know 2 too hot lovers full of true feelings. A couple who

deserved each other to forget previous sour experiences that marked their hearts. It's also a thrill

and adventurous story. It will keep you reading until finished. Don't miss to read The Sapphire Affair.

Excellent job as always Lauren Blakely. I love your work.
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